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THE WESTERN MISTIC
Western Minnesota State Teachers College
Moorhead, Minnesota, Friday, September 20, 1940

VOLUME XLVII

Parent's Day Program
Slated For October 4

MiSTiC Makes Staff
Changes, Adds New
Reporting Talent

With a full program planned for the event, the college will be
host to parents at the sixth annual Parents Day, Friday, October 4,
Dr. Charles Green, general chairman, announced. Students are urged
to make reservations for their parents as soon as possible in order to
speed up preparations for the occasion.
A highlight of the day will be a special convocation at 11 o'clock,
consisting mostly of student talent. At a luncheon for students and
parents in Comstock dining hall, a program of welcome by students
and responses by parents, community singing and special musical num
bers will be presented.
Open air concert by the band under Mr. McGarrity's direction after
the luncheon, and the football game in the evening with Aberdeen
State Teachers College complete the day's round of activities. Compli
mentary tickets for the game may be secured for the parents.
Students are urged to write to their parents immediately so an
estimated number of guests may be obtained. Watch for further
notices.
President MacLean

Band Personnel Increases
Eight Over Last Season
Marked improvement of musi
cianship has already become evi
dent at rehearsals of the MSTC
band under the direction of Mr.
McGarrity. An increase of eight
over last year's 67 is evident at the
beginning of this season. Of the
following
seventy-five
members
only sixty will be outfitted with uni
forms.
Members include Marjorie Al
bright, Pelican Rapids; Blair Ar
cher, St. Paul; Chester Bakkum,
men; Kathryn Baldwin, Frazee;
Ronald Bang, Ada; Harriet Berg,
Gary; Lillian Bowhall. Hendrum;
Dale Brooks, Pelican Rapids; Vi
ola Carter, Ada; Janice Christensen, Moorhead; Arlene Cota, Dilworth: Ardith Degerness, Gary;
Dorothy Dettman. Judson, N. D.;
Herbert Duncan, Hancock; Marvel
Dunwell, Moorhead; Jean Erickson. Pelican Rapids; Jack Evert,
Sabin; Vernice Flaa, Gary; Florence
Felde. Fargo; Leland Fett, Judson,
N. D.; Joan Feyereisen, Moorhead;
Elaine Foss, Halstad; Freeman
Fountain, Moorhead; Gloria Geraghty, Moorhead; Marlys Geraghty,
Moorhead.
Helen Grothe, Hendrum; Agnes
Hagen, Mcintosh; Robert Hickether,
Moorhead; Hazel Hoglund, St. Hilare; Adelheide Holter, Buffalo, N.
D.; Ted Jacobson, Battle Lake;

Hjordis Jorve, Halstad; Corinne
Johnson, Fergus Falls; Elizabeth
Kiser. Crookston; Margaret Kreps,
Moorhead; Frank LaPlante, Fer
gus Falls; Harvey Larson, Barrett;
Evelyn Lecy, Fertile; Viola Lewis,
Clinton; Mabel McCabe, Sabin;
Paul Mahoney, Perham; Margaret
Marcks, Buffalo, N. D.; Ruth Miller,
Sabin; Kathlyn Monson, Clontarf;
Douglas Murray, Wadena; Marjorie
Pawloski, Perham; Shirley Peter
son, Ada; Arnold Opgrand, Hal
stad; May Opgrand, Halstad; James
Preston, Moorhead; Gunilda Reese,
Mcintosh; Louis Remark, Ada;
Maynard Reynolds, Moorhead.
Robert
Riestenberg,
Perham;
Catherine Rue, Lakefield; Echo
Sorom, Page. N. D.; Audelle South,
Casselton. N. D.; Norman Seim,
Pelican Rapids; Lorraine Steigen,
Fargo; Donn Storslee, Ada; Lester
Stroh, Elliot, N. D.; Elaine Swanson, Moorhead; Esther Thelander,
Halstad; Inez Thordal, Gary; Joyce
Tiegen, Moorhead; Elroy Utke, Enderlin, N. D.; Irma Vanderhoef,
Wadena; Gerhardt Wentz, Moor
head; Marian Zosel. Wadena; Bill
Jung, Wadena; Douglas Sheppard,
Virginia; Gerald Kelley, Internat
ional Falls; Monroe Balkenol, Wa
dena; Harriet Pederson, Oakes, N.
D., drum major; Vernon Iverson,
Moorhead.

AINT PAU1.LJ
JSohnsonizei-n
The wheels of this new Meihle press, installed in the industrial
arts department, went into action on September 12 and the result
has been that "different look" about the size and style of the 1940
edition of the Western MiSTiC... The new pony press replaces the old
style Campbell which was installed in 1922.
The wheels of the new Meihle i To
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that there is little comparison
of the first issue of the 1940-41 see
between the two presses. The new
MiSTiC.
Students, faculty members and press is more compact, runs with
much less noise and is more easily
alumni noted the decided change handled.
in appearance of the newspaper
Mr. Weltzin and his two assist
and were unanimous in the opinion
Alan Mauritson and Ervin
that it was one of the best single ants,
substantiated the belief about
pieces of equipment that has been Bly,
the 2 to 1 speed the new press has
added to the industrial arts de over
the old. The new press, they
partment.
The new press was secured said, prints about 1400 papers an
hour and they may be able to step
through the cooperation of
the it
up to about 2000 an hour.
Western MiSTiC staff and culmi
The new machine was purchased
nated a six year drive. The old from the C. I. Johnson company in
Campbell press had been in opera St. Paul. It required about eight
tion for 18 years.
days to set the machine up. Work
Henry B. Weltzin, printing in was done under the direction of
structor at Moorhead State Teach George Gruner, official of
the
ers. had this to say about the new Johnson company. "It was neces
press: "We are highly pleased to sary to put it together almost piece
have the new Miehle in our shop. by piece," Mr. Weltzin said. "I
It makes for easier work and gives am sure that it was worth all the
a new and better appearance to hard work that it took to get it
the MiSTiC. In short, it is one together."
of the greatest things that has hap
And so with the new machine now
pened in this department in a long in working order, the Moorhead
time. You can say for me that we State Teachers College print shop
are very much pleased
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new press and we wish to thank a i twlce j{s size with one of the jatest
those who had a part in making it type presses installed in its printpossible for the installation.
building.
in
"In just what ways has the new
press helped those who work in
the department?" we asked Mr.
Reports of the placements of
Weltzin.
"For one thing, he replied, it MSTC graduates came from the
has changed our columns from 13 office of Miss Lommen, director of
to 12 ems, which in case you didn't placements, Thursday. Alma Flaknow, makes it appear more like tin, 1937 graduate, is teaching at
the big city daily papers. For an Werner, N. D.; Hope Adele Hanson
other thing, it has both the fly and of Wheaton is placed in the Wheaton school system.
sheet delivery and does a more
Employed by the Illinois Bell
finished job all the way around Telephone company, Ed Morgan is
located at Springfield, Illinois.
than the Campbell.1"

More Grads Placed

Congratulations, President MacLean.
After a three week's illness and
absence from school, President
MacLean is back at his desk again.
MSTC has missed you, President
MacLean, and extends wishes for
continued recovery.

"Pow-Wow" Seen
In Coffee Forum
It's a shame that these people
who like to get together and pow
wow over the political and world
situations have to stand in the halls.
A little organized thinking on the
part of the student commission,
speech department and internation
al relations department has work
ed wonders.
Comfortable chairs, a couple pots
of coffee—with cream and sugar,
if you're fussy—and a chance to air
your views and inhibitions should
serve as an invitation to "sit in" at
the first coffee forum, technically,
or "bull session" in campus par
lance. You won't even have to
serve your own lunch or wash the
dishes afterwards!
Serving as rescue man, Dr. Esterquest, professor of international rel
lations will also "sit in" in case
of a heated discussion that needs
a bit of technical untangling. Re
member that we still have a land
of free speech and you should ex
ercise it.
Plans are shaping up for the first
session to band together on Mon
day afternoon, Sept. 30, at four
o'clock, in Ingleside. Watch the
MiSTiC for further details.
All faculty members will be
hosts to all students at the an
nual formal reception for stud
ents next Thursday evening,
September 26. The event will
be held in the big gymnasium
and Ingleside from eight to ten
o'clock. President and Mrs.
MacLean will head the first re
ceiving line followed by Miss
Lommen, Dr. and Mrs. Gosslee,
Dr. and Mrs. Christensen, Miss
Frick, Mr. and Mrs. Murray,
and Mr. and Mrs. Preston. In
the second receiving line head
ed by Dr. and Mrs. Lura will
be Dr. and Mrs. Spencer, Miss
Kleppe, Mr. and Mrs. Esterquest, Miss Schimdt, and Mr.
Michaels.

Music Department
Adds New Members
Campus organizations under the
direction of Daniel L. Preston and
Bertram McGarrity have begun
work on new music received by the
department.
New choir selections are: My
Dream is of an Island Place, Noble
Cain; four chorales from the motet,
Jesu Priceless Treasure, Bach;
Sometimes I Feel Like a Motherless
Child, negro spiritual arranged by
William Henry Smith; Spring
Bursts Today, Van Denman Thomp
son; The Bluebirds, S. Leontovich;
Oh Peddler, Tell Me, ararnged from
Russian and Ukranian folk songs
by Beatrice and Max Krone; Come
Along and Dance, Noel Penning
ton; All Life Breathing, Bach;
Madame Jeanette, Alan Murray;
Nightfall in Skye, Hugh S. Robert
son; Christ Is Risen, The Monas
tery, and Offertory, Austin A. Wihtol. Now Arise My Soul, Borthnyanskiy, Haleluya, from songs of the
Latvian Singers, arranged by I. B.
Sergei; Serenade, Tilt; Haleluya,
W. A. Mozart; In Exelsis Gloria, ar
ranged by Morten Luvaas.
The new band folio includes at
present Memories of Stephen Fost
er, arranged by Lucien Cailliet; U.
S. Military Academy March, George
Rosenkrans; Invercargill, March,
Alex F. Lithgow; Chicagoland Fes
tival, March, J. H. Bell;" Cities Ser
vice March, Rosario Bourdon.

The personnel of the 1940-41
MiSTiC has undergone several
changes both in the offices of staff
positions as well as the addition of
several new reporters.
Chief among the staff additions
and changes are Roy Heinecke,
Vernon Wedul, and Hazel Bright.
Heinecke has taken the position
of sports editor in place of Eugene
Hinkston who has not returned to
school this year. Vernon Wedul
has been named chief editorial
writer, in charge of all editorial
writers. Hazel Bright has been
named column editor.
Additions to the reporting staff
include Jule Crume, Marjorie Hallberg, Fritz Balkenol, Glenn Gunderson, Lauretta Allen, Laverne Naegli,
Milton Grein, Helen Uthus, Betty
Christiensen, Astrid Rosier, Ruby
Bruland, Norman Werner, Adeline
Melby, Grayce Hafdahl, Marguerite
Gerdes, Janice Christensen, Ila
Lokken .Marian Sandberg, Mildred
Molmes, Edith Scudder, Aagot
Ueland, Margaret Stevens, Bernadine Tivis, Stirling Hubbard.

Speech Correction
Has Training Aim
Courses in speech correction, soc
ial hygiene and a system of teach
ing by the lecture method are in
novations at MSTC this term.
Speech correction, taught by Mr.
Lillywhite aims to train prospec
tive teachers in correcting speech
defects by pointing out defective
ways and methods of correction.
Students enrolled in the class will
teach correction during the winter
term to campus school students.
Introduced also for the first time
is social hygiene with Mr. Griffiths
of the Minnesota department of
health as instructor.
Classes in later American history
have become exclusively a lecture
unit with meetings in Weld audi
torium. Used to take care of the
increased number of students, the
method is employed in the biology
department.

Class Officers
Selected For
Campus School
Classes at MSTC campus high
chose officers this week. Senior
class officers are president, Ted
Kittleson; secretary-treasurer, Katherine Hammett; council, Jewell
Alrick; junior class president, Roy
Schramm; vice president, Robert
Nemzek; secretary-treasurer, Betty
Kuehl; assembly representative, El
aine Schwendeman; council, Gloria
Sundet. Sophomore class president,
Jacob Kiefer; vice president, Calvin
Lundquist; secretary-treasurer, Eve
lyn Jones; student council, Marilyn
Murray; program representative,
Katherine Nemzek; and Dragon Eye
reporter, Richard McAllister. Fresh
man class officers are: president,
Marshall Hanna; vice president, Jr.
Hinkle; secretary, Ruth Robinson;
treasurer, Ethel Mathews; council
representative, Thomas Nemzek; as
sembly program chairman, Leslie
Wallwork.
This year the campus high
school has adopted a new system
of program chairman to take
charge of each week's assembly.
One person is chosen each month
by the school to announce the pro
gram for the day, with Katherine
Hammett being chosen for the
month of September.
Two song leaders are also chosen
each month, with Ruth Dahlquist
and Teddy Kittleson in charge for
September.
This week the high school assem
bly will be in the general idea of a
hobby lobby. Program plans for
next week will be a conservation
program. The speaker is not yet
announced.

Work Agrees With Bieri,
Retired Rural Educator
"It's harder not to work than to
work," was the remark Miss Mar
garet Bieri, former head of the
rural education department, made
this fall after she was physically
unable to continue a career which
has lasted over twenty years here
at MSTC.
Miss Bieri who has confined her
work in education to the primary
level, has spent the summer in the
east and is now at Lakefield, Min
nesota.
"I miss MSTC, and if it is pos
sible for me to do so, I'll be back
with bells on to visit in the spring,"
was her closing statement.

NUMBER TWO

Novel Highlights
Featured In Play
"Eighteen of the nineteen students
cast for the senior play "The Hill
Between" today will have to master
a southern accent," Mr. Lillywhite,
director, says.
Tryouts have been going on all
week with well over half of those
trying out being members of the
senior class. This, Mr. Lillywhite
believes to be a favorable sign and
may be the result of the senior's
to read and discuss parts of the
class meeting last Monday evening
play, thereby arousing the students
enthusiasm.
Interesting highlights of this pro
duction include an old fashioned
"hoe-down" mountain dance in the
second act which Miss Frick has
volunteered to direct, and the pos
sibility that a different ending may
be used each of the two nights the
play is presented.
"On the whole," Mr. Lillywhite
says, "the entire setup looks good,
and I am encouraged by the fine
cooperation shown by the students
and others."

MEA Groups
Meet Here
At its annual fall meeting held
September 13, the executive com
mittee of the western division of
the MEA decided to hold the 1941
convention at Moorhead. The com
mittee appointed the following as
its 1940-41 American Education
Week committee: B. D. Murray,
English department head, MSTC,
chairman; Elmer Eid, principal of
high school, East Grand Forks;
Stanley Kuffel, superintendent of
schools, Dilworth; Mrs. Amy An
drews, rural teacher, district 7,
Hawley; and Paul McGinnis, in
structor of social science, Detroit
Lakes.
Members of the executive com
mittee are Supt. J. E. Pearson,
Wheaton, president; Dr. A. M.
Christensen, head department of
education, MSTC, secretary-treas
urer; I. J. Wilson, social science
instructor, Fergus Falls; L. L.
Landberg, principal of junior high
school, Crookston; Supt. James
Dahl, Glyndon; and Supt. A. C.
Pederson, Ada. Supt. Pederson was
appointed to fill the vacancy creat
ed by Supt. George Eddy who left
Fisher to take up new duties as
superintendent at Blackduck, a city
in the northern division.

Other members of the faculty of
fering a helping hand are Mr.
Johnson, who will help plan the
setting for the stage, and Dr.
Woodall, who will help with pub
licity.
Stage crews and members of the
production staff will be chosen
immediately after the cast today.
Anyone interested should get in
touch with one of the senior class
officers or with Mr. Lillywhite.

Commission Names
Committee Heads
For Homecoming
With homecoming scheduled for
October 12, committee chairmen and
their committees have begun work
in their various departments. The
committee members named this
week are as follows: Saturday morn
ing—Herb Colmer, Detroit Lakes,
chairman; Douglas Murray, Wa
dena; Norbert Arnold, Gordon Nel
son, Staples; Clarence Johnson,
Ada. Dance—Ben Layton, chair
man, Dilworth; Marjorie Hallberg,
Spooner.
Luncheon—Luella and
Leona Lewis, chairmen, Hawley;
Finance—Bob Koshnie, F r a z e e ,
chairman, Marjorie Hallberg, Spoon
er. Doris Stenhjem, Ruth Powell,
Fargo; Shirley Peterson, Ada; Merle
Husband, Wadena; Jean Page, Bel
trami; Betty Paulson, Fargo; Ruth
Carlson, Felton; Art Phillips, Moor
head; Don Storslee, Ada; Polly
Trost, Warren.
Parade — Leslie Knox, Mentor,
chairman; Gordon Smith, Herman;
Duane Moen, Gary; Woodrow
Syverson, Pelcan Rapids; Howard
Christanson, Fertile; Registration—
Elaine Mee, Moorhead, chairman.
Marie Arneson, Fargo; Ila Lokken,
Sabin; Hazel Bright, Aitkin; Elaine
Engfor, Garfield; Marguerite Ger
des, Fargo. Queen and coronation—
Esther Gosslee, Moorhead; Ruth
Carlson, Felton; Ruth Powell, Far
go; Polly Trost, Warren. Publicity—
Roy Heinecke, Alexandria.

Lura Attends Education
Meeting In Minneapolis
Dr. C. P. Lura, a member of the
Education Association committee on
Public Relations, will attend a
meeting, of that body today at the
Curtis Hotel in Minneapolis today.
The meeting is scheduled to take
place after a dinner for the as
sociation.

Versatile Alums Scatter Far
And Wide In Varied Professions
Since school opened earlier at
MSTC than in many other parts
of the country, the campus was the
scene of visits by many of the alum
ni on their way to work after sum
mer vacations. Among those notic
ed in the "old familiar haunts" were
Lawrence Peterson of Georgetown,
well-known tenor soloist of many
a concert, operetta, and Alpha Epsilon reunion. "Larry" is now in
the music department of the Troy,
Alabama, Teachers college, after
having served an apprenticeship in
the Fargo school system. He was
accompanied by his wife, the for
mer Enid Peterson, also a degree
graduate, who was active in Chapel
Choir, in literary circles at MSTC
(Sigma Tau Delta) and in Gamma
Nu sorority.
Another musician graduate was
Arthur Skjonsby, Rosholt, S. D.,
graduate of the college and of the
college high—a member of the fa
mous original Double Male quartet
which toured the Northwest and
sang over radio hookups from Chi
cago in 1930. (What did the speak
er say in chapel Wednesday about
not enough men in former years for
a quartet?) Arthur, who teaches
in southern Idaho, reports that his
brother Edward, B. S. '30, is also
teaching music in a Washington
state high school. Ed and Art were
soloists in band and choir as well as
in the quartet.
Ralph Smith, formerly of Moor
head, was another visitor. Center
and football captain in 1928, fouryear debater, one who carried lead
ing parts in a number of dramatic
productions, and member of the
Owl fraternity, Ralph set some kind
of record for versatility. After
leaving MSTC he was for some
time teacher and principal at New
York Mills and covered a wide ter
ritory as football and basketball of
ficial. Following that he took his
master's degree at Southern Cali
fornia, and, intending to go into
law in St. Paul, fell instead into
social service work in that city and
has been retained steadily since.
He was married in New York Mills

to Miss Laila Oman, former MSTC
student.
Reverting to Larry Peterson and
the Troy, Alabama, Teachers col
lege, local friends were reminded
by an announcement recently tell
ing of the marriage of Reuben Par
son that MSTC claims another fac
ulty member there. Mr. Parson,
head of the geography department
at Troy, belonged like the Skjonsbys to the double male qu&rtet
but forsook music to do graduate
work at Clark university. After
some time in the TV A and a year
as Mississippi state land planner,
he took up his present position. His
wife was a Troy, Alabama girl.
Prominent in the society pages
of the Sunday Fargo Forum were
a number of prominent graduates
and former students. Two pictures
portrayed Mr. and Mrs. John Ingersoll, married August 30 at St.
John's Episcopal church, Moor
head; and the wedding party of Mr.
and Mrs. William Acheson. John,
football captain in *29, president of
the Student Commission in "30-31,
member of Kappa Delta Pi and
Owl fraternities, did graduate work
at Chicago university with former
faculty member Dr. Harvey J.
Locke, and is now with Universal
Credit in Fargo. His bride was
Miss Ada Holmes of Casselton.
Mr. Acheson, member of Alpha
Epsilon and prominent in North
west golf tournaments, has been
with the Swift company. His bride
was Miss Virginia Hyde Miller of
Moorhead, and the ceremony was
conducted in the First Congrega
tional church. Their party includ
ed Miss Kathryn Umhoefer, Miss
Audrey Streich, and Alwin Cocking,
all well-known at the college.
Another alum who has recently
visited former haunts is Vernon
Schranz, B. E. '36. He has received
a graduate assistantship in the
education department at the Uni
versity of Minnesota. While at
tending MSTC, Schranz was active
in band, choir, football and, inci
dentally, obtained a straight "A"
report card.
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Tabs On
Music
By Bob Hickethier
The song hits are lining up mucn
in the same way that they did last
week. "Ill Never Smile Again,"
"Blue Berry Hill," "Sierra Sue" and
"On A Simmery, Summery Day" are
topping the list. The hit "Maybe,"
a recent new comer in the parade
is a fast seller in both the record
and sheet departments and is push
ing. right up to the top.
I discover that the song that is
most frequently being hummed,
whistled, and yodeled on this cam
pus is "111 Never Smile Again." I
hope this wont leave you with the
impression that the rendering of
this song is any indication of our
school spirit.
For your record collection I would
recommend Artie Shaw's interpre
tation of "Gloomy Sunday." It is
a fine piece of clarinet work, with
a solid background. Mr. Daveau
has just had this new arrangement
put in stock.
In case any of you readers have
wondered, the record department
at Daveau's has been moved to the
downstairs floor of the building. It
is now somewhat large and more
complete.
While we are on the subject of
records, here is a tip that you may
be interested in knowing. An al
bum of strictly "boogie-woogie"
records—twelve in all—will be re-

New Personalities
Come With Frosh
Neophytes of education, friendly:
as a big puppy and twice as dumb,
a new class of "Freshles" has ar
rived at Moorhead State Teachers
College ready for shaping into the
smooth, superior, sophisticated col
lege student. This is a cross sec
tion peeking through the knothole.
He is the big, tall friendly blonde
who laughs loud and long at each
teacher's jokes, good, bad, or in
different. The boy is a supersalesman, and if you don't believe it try
and talk him out of it.
Here's a little dark girl with plen
ty of OQmph who likes to swing and
do other things. She likes school
here, seldom prepares her assign
ments and was a model girl in
Harvey, N. D. for several years. By
the way she has two dimples call
ed impy and dimpy.
Have you seen a studious individ
ual with glasses and a swell camera
around the campus. It's the only
stuaefit so far to come out and sayhe is here taking a pre-med course.
"It's a very friendly place and ac
quaintances are easily made," he
says about MSTC.
Her nickname is "Se" but it can't
have anything to do with a desert
because she certainly isn't dry!
Marco Gotta used to teach her
something at West Fargo and she
likes to dance. She plays a piano
like Bach (with both hands), but it
sort of swings back to Bach, any
way you'll see her around!
"It's a wonderful school, and I
have nothing to do with the girls"
says this big handsome. (Two to
one he changes his mind). Playing
in that famous six man football
team that captured the state title
last year he Is trying to convince
the "Skipper" that he really can
play. We will see.
Here is a girl from the famous
Detroit Lakes region. She likes just
about everything here, but the long
walk from Fargo to school. Some
one (ask me no questions) should
really do something about it. Walkink like mad is a poor way to be
come the best roller skater at the
Fargo rink!

§olemons
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TEACHERS & STUDENTS ARE
CORDIALLY INVITED TO
COME AND SEE US.

leased by Decca on October 2. The
album will contain the greatest col
lection of "boogie" piano stylings
ever recorded. Joe Sullivan and
Bob Zurke are among the top-notch
artists on these records.
For you dial twisters who enjoy
the singing style type band, I would
suggest if you haven't already done
so, that you tune in on Johnny
Long's boys, who can be heard over
over KMA and other NBC stations
at 10:30 Tuesday night and on Sat
urday afternoon. Johnny has a
number one arangement of "A
Shanty In Old Shanty Town."
Here is the possibility of a
break for would be song com
posers. Tommy Dorsey is talk
ing to a sponsor about a new
radio program which would give
amateur song writers a chance
at crashing Tin Pan Alley. The
best numbers would be featured
and given a break over the air
ways.
Jimmy Dorsey fills the chair for
the band of the week. It seems that
for five years all the breaks have
been falling to his brother Tommy,
Miller, Goodman, Shaw and others.
His latest songs "The Breeze and
I" and "Six Lessons from Madame
Lazonga" seem to have broken the
spell. He has been topping box of
fice records in almost all of his
stands. All he needs now is a
sponsor and a commercial to set
him on top.
An album of Count Basie's
piano solos will be released this
week. They were made last
year; some of the tunes are
original. A screwy twist to the
album is that Irving Kolodin,
long hair music critic of a New
York daily, will write the book
let accompanying the collection
and "interpret" Basie's playing.

Behind
The

—

+

Mike
By Glenn Gunderson
This introduction is one week late"
because last week not even I knew
what was going to be incorporated
in this column. After seven days
and nights of ponderous considera
tion I have arrived at the very
weighty conclusion which can be
simply stated: I shall attempt to
interest students in certain forth
coming radio programs w h i c h
should be of benefit and interest to
them.
On Friday evening preceding
the MSTC-AC football game at
8:00 Diana Barrymore will star
in "West Winds" together with
James Dunn and Mae Clark
over KVOX at 7:30. Every week
"Command Performance" pre
sents some outstanding play
starring some famous actor with
a well known supporting cast.
The cream of thrilling yarns that
Lowell Thomas has spun in a de
cade of radio reporting will be reenacted by his fellow commentators
on Sunday, September 29 from 4:30
to 5:00 over WDAY. The newscast
ers will help celebrate Thomas' 10th
anniversary on the air by telling,
each in his own particular style,
stories of high advtnture that have
fascinated Thomas' tremendous din
ner table audiences. Outstanding
commentators of other broadcasting
systems will join such NBC regulars
as H. V. Kaltenborn, Earl Godwin
and H. R. Baulkhage in the grand
toast at the Waldorf-Astoria in New
York City.
Did you know that the "Fire
side Quartet" heard over WDAY
9:15 Monday evenings and 7:45
Thursday evenings is composed
of MSTC students Alph Westley,
Vernon Wedul, Douglas Murray,
Conn Bjerke and their accom
panist, Monroe Balkenol.
Joe Venuti's orchestra will be
heard from 4:30 to 5:00 over KVOX
this Sunday broadcasting from
Frank Daily's "Meadowbrook." I
spent one summer evening at the
Meadowbrook just 25c distant from
New York City. Its a lovely place
with a star lit ceiling for summer
diners and dancers.
Broadcasting is a tense business
and when man meets mike it's only
human that once in a while there
are slip-ups. Here are a few of the
fluffs made by well known announc
ers.
David Ross: "We present Tito
Guitar and his romantic Guizar."
Frank Knight: "The weather re
port: tomorrow rowdy, followed by
Cain."
Floyd Neale—signing off: "This
is the Musical Broadcasting Sys
tem." (Neale announces Mutuals
many important concert programs.)
Ralph Edwards: And here is one
of radio's most charming and love
ly sinners.

Frat Pins And Pictures
ComeAndGo-LikePolitics
Along with the autumn leaves a
lot of other things seem to be fall
ing around campus. That pearl
studded frat pin of the AE prexy
seems to have turned to feminine
ownership. In the same department
we might mention that WILBERT
JOHNSON, Dragon Editor, is sport
ing his Owl pin again. So he's free,
white and wiser, gals.
A few mournful faces may be seen
at odd times around and the top
campus widow of the year is RUTH
DOWNEY; diminutive social com
missioner, and keeping her company
is widower HARRY HASSKAMP—
although he's not too lonely because
he can always argue politics if the
Democrats give him a chance.
Fluttering in the breeze a while
back were some free pictures DUKE
PINEUR passed out of himself to
some new coeds. P. S. Duke, the
dark frosh girl you handed* your
picture already has H O M E R
FOBES' face in her locket.
That campus sister-brother move
ment they had the first week of
school was o. k. but us boys have
one complaint to make; why don't
you reverse the way you dish 'em
out? A boy for a girl, and a girl
for a boy? We're sure they'd get
around quicker.
With shouts of "Roosevelt," "Willkie," "Democrats" and "Republi
cans" pouring out of Miidew Hall to
disturb the noon siesta, it seems that
all the fellows are wetting their wits
and tongues for the forthcoming po
litical rally.
BILL JORDAN carries it a bit

Miss Tic, The Dragon Dame Says:
*

far tho' as there's been a rumor
around that he is creating subver
sive activity in speech correction
class—aided and abeted by ELAINE
MEE and three other Republicans
as opposed to three Democrats who
are led by BOB TAYLOR. Poor
Mr. Lillywhite started to analyze
the campaign techniques of candi
dates from the angle of speech abil
ity and found that the class was a
hot bed of politics.
International Relations reports, so
they say, have proved that VERN
ANDERSON, of Blue Sky Corpora
tion fame, is a living example of
the old Spanish saying, "Este es
toro". (If you can't figure it out
ask some of the people who had to
listen to him!)
A message should be sent to the
University of North Dakota to let
them know that our loss is their
gain because DORIS HEWITT
transferred this week to the Uni
versity. She's a swell gal and a
good little dancer.
Something queer about most of
the girls around campus this fall,
they must be afraid of fallen arches
because those shoes they wear cer
tainly don't give their arches any
let down.
Guards and future
trainees take heed — maybe you
wouldn't be rejected for flat feet,
etc.
It seemed good to see PHYLLIS
LEE WRIGHT around school off
and on, but she's so happy about
the whole affair that a lot of the
co-eds will be getting ideas and
inspirations. She says she doesn't

MILK
Pure, Fresh, and Wholesome
Also, Other High-Quality Products
DIAL 3-1385

CASS-CLAY CO-OP CREAMERY CO.

Art Whiteside: (presenting the
Crown Prince of Norway over Mu
tual) "Today it is our extreme pleas
ure to introduce the Brown Quince
of Norway."
With a vaction jaunt to Hono
lulu, and a starring assignment in
a new Paramount picture to his
credit since radio fans last heard
the familiar greeting, "Jell-OAgain," Jack Benny, Waukegan's
gift to radio, returns to the air over
WDAY Sunday, October 6 at 6:00.
The 1940 season will be Jack's sev
enth under the banner of the "six
delicious flavors" and his 10th sea
son as a comedy star on the air.
The entire Benny gang, including
Mary Livingston, Dennis Day, Don
Wilson, Phil Harris, Andy Devine
and Eddie "Rochester" Anderson,
will be on hand for the opening
program.

Design For
Better Living
By Janice Christensen
"To prepare us for complete liv
ing" is the purpose and definition
of education according to Henry R.
Spencer, leading educator in the
United States. In other words we
attend college so that after our
graduation we may lead happier and
fuller lives. By what means can
this function be discharged? How
can we, as college students at MSTC
become better equipped for the fu
ture?
Dr. Robert M. Hutchins, presi
dent at Chicago University, believes
that the answer lies in a broad
cultural education followed later by
specialized training. First, we must
decide what determines a cultural
education. Such a course of study
is almost identical with general
education, and it should consist of
a thorough survey of the funda
mentals of the arts, sciences, and
philosophies. Ideas of the ancient
philosophers as well as those of
modern day professors are empha
sized in order to develop better und
erstanding.
A general education concentrates
on the teaching of how to think.
The necessity of this quality is
quite obvious, especially in the everchanging world of today that con
stantly demands rapid adaptations
to various situations. On the oth
er hand, a person trained only in
a specialized field will find it dif
ficult and perhaps impossible to
switch vocations if his field becomes
limited or entirely eliminated. An
alert mind also makes the student
aware of his surroundings—of him
self and of life. He will wish to ex
plore the world of mind and char
acter. Above all, he will acquire a
"joy of understanding." With the
ability to think, the student learns
to appreciate the higher things of
life, and new and interesting ways
to fill his leisure time will be dis
covered. This fact has become of
increasing importance during our
present industrial age. It is in
teresting to note that adults who
have been deprived of such educa
tion are now clamoring for courses
in order that they might use their
free time to advantage.
The goal of life is probably happi
ness. If a student has learned to
think, to adapt himself to differ
ent circumstances, to possess new
joys of understanding and apprecia
tion, he will be closer to true happi
ness. He will lead a more "com
plete" life. He has mastered edu
cation. Thus we see the answer to
both of our questions in Dr. Hutchin's suggestion of a broad, cultural
education. We can enroll for the
proper courses; we can learn to
think and appreciate. Our college
education will be a success.
miss school, but we miss her.
An example of a dual life is PAT
DURBAHN who is combining the
duties of a happy housfrau with
that of college coed. Hear tell her
hubby makes good waffles—maybe
that's one of those defense mechan
isms we hear about, Pat.
A good word ought to be passed
on to the social commissioner for
the best all college dance for some
tune. The most miraculous part,
girls, was that we fellows outnumb
ered you. Let's keep it up!
Just one parting peak. GERRY
GARRETT seems to have acquired
a "promoter" who's off the bru
nette standard we hear. Look twice
at his past, Gerry, and don't be
lieve a word he says.

Skogen Recruits One Imogene
To Haunt Watermelon PatcFies
By Ralph Skogen
I would disclose his identity, but
I've always considered it wise to
avoid arguments with football play
ers or anyone weighing more than
ninety eight pounds. As a matter
of fact, now that Ed Morgan has
left, the only two men in school
I'm not afraid of are Jimmy Preston
and Melvin Bowers. I might not
be able to lick either of them, but
I'll bet they'd know they'd been in
a fight.
Our New Haven contingent has
been sadly reduced from three men
to a cripple—with Hagen at the
U. of Minn., Joe Seiverd on his way
back to the Orient, and Olson doing
a Father Time. Why do you play
those rough games, Dick?
Several of the College Club habi
tues have the nasty, mercenary, and
often embarrasing habit of charg
ing a penny for a cigarette. Some
people are so generous, they'd trade
a chicken for a turkey anytime.
Why do several members of the
House of Bly have to take the back
streets home? Is their route in
fluenced by the presence of a muskmelon patch? And what happened
to Dick Olson's cane?
Imogene has it from reliable
source that a certain gal, tail, dark
and with soulful eyes, kept three
dates in one night. And our pub
licity commissioner is on a finger
nail diet trying to find out how he
rates.
About a week ago I agreed to
write a series of book reviews for
the MiSTiC. I didn't hestitate to
accept the job, as no one ever reads
book reviews anyway. It would only
be a matter of turning in the same
review each week under a different
title, as it's duobtful if even the
proof reader would check them.

In accepting this joD of columnist,
however, I wasn't making the same
general coup because now, if I
want the name, I'm forced to play
the game.
I've done a little buttonholing on
friends of mine who might have a
spare four bits, but my keyholing
experiences have been negligible.
For that reason I have recruited the
services of one Imogene, my fav
orite food dispenser at a local ham
burger emporium.
Imogene reported that the g. f.
of one of the "Skipper's" fair haired
boys came into the Emporium whist
ling "I'm Nobody's Baby," It seems
the gridiron hero has been in mad
pursuit of a small, dark, and very
lovely freshman gal. In fact, you
can quote me as saying, "Ooh Boy!!
Imogene says her prediction is MS
7, NDS 0. Hope you're right, Imo
gene.
Why did Doug Sheppard meet the
bus Tuesday night? And why didn't
she come?
Jean, Polly and Ruth should tell
their dates they can't smoke in the
dormitory halls. Fire hazards and
all that.
Closing thought—Everybody is in
terested in the political aspirations
of Roosevelt and Willkie, and they
forget all about Earl Browder. He
might make a good chief executive
if we could keep him out of jail.
Cambridge, Mass. (ACP)—Har
vard college once was so poor the
legislature ordered towns to appoint
men to solicit subscriptions for its
support.
According to a WPA historical
survey, the legislature ruled in 1652
that those who failed to keep their
pledges were liable for property
seizure.

Hobbies
a r>d

horsoFoziheru/?
going to disect them and the next
day in fundamentals class. Oh, what
A popular interpretation of a price the public eye! The repercus
hobby is a means of relaxation. sion must have been pretty bad
In a small college it seems al because no reports came back from
most impossible to avoid dashing the class.
Then again, if you have difficulty
around to be ten places at once.
The best authorities tell you if you in talking, and it isn't just because
want to live to sit and jog your you have nothing to say (lots of
future grand children on your knee- people talk when they have nothing
to say), remember you can drop
relax.
One of the easiest and most around room 236 in the winter quar
common means of relaxation, but ter. They'll fix you up if possible.
One of the supposed examples of
rarely called by its proper name of
"hobby," is talking. The funda higher training in this inherent
mental place that this crops up is . ability is debate. Here again. I'd
around a coffee pot in someone's hate to stick out my neck, but those
room with a few cookies on the side people seem to chew each other's
for feminine "gossip chats," and no ears off and each outshout the
frills, just coffee for the mascu other, but they still go over and
line "bull sessions." All campus shake hands and smile and say,
personalities get a going-over and "My, that was a marvelous debate."
a lot of dirty linen is trotted out For the judge's benefit, then—"We
and aired; the boys even go a step especially thought that point of sofurther and drag in politics by the and-so was good that you brought
horns and sling it around finally up, but you didn't queit meet our
tossing it out the door, or through point of such-and-such, did you?"
the roof as it sometimes sounds.
That Alpha Epsilon melodrama
In more organized forms the pro that comes around every spring is
fessors call talking recitations, but
that word seems inadequate at an example of one of the lesser
times. A recent example of the sort forms of artistic speech and acting.
of thing which makes everyone's However, keep your eyes pealed and
knees knock in sympathy was the ears open for senior class play re
hour blowout that the student com sults and that old fashioned hoemission gave in chapel last week.
After all the speeches were over down on stage in the second act.
someone tipped off the commis It really has Mr. Lillywhite rump
sioners that the speech class was ling his hair in true Willkie style.

By Hazel Bright

AFTER THE

. Victoria Cafe .
For Delicious Snacks
In a Wholesome Atmosphere
Across From the Moorhead Theatre
Remember, We Serve No Beer

SHEAFFER
Pens and Pencils
$1 to $10

Complete Drug Service

LEE PHARMACY
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Dragons Set For Bison Grid Clash Tonight
|

Tonight at 8:00 p. m. the Dragons,
will face their first real test in the '
form of the NDAC Bison on the [ Sturgeon Will Be
Bison field in Fargo. Advance pre
dictions point towards a hard- Bison's "Biggest"
j fought battle, and it is doubtful as
to which team should have the edge.
The Dragon gridders have plenty Threat This Year
of enthusiasm and confidence in
Holding down the center position themselves, but that factor alone
Captain A1 Gronner who leads
the Dragons this year hails from for the second year is Noel "Duke" does not win ball games.
Most of the advantages are in
Underwood and is a senior this year. (Glamour Boy) Pineur. Duke comes
favor of the Bison. For one
A1 tips the scales at 190 pounds and to MS from the big city of Robbinsthing, they are not under pres
is six feet tall. This is his fourth dale, and weighs in at 185 pounds in
sure this year as they were in
year of football, and he does a fine spite of all his glamour. Duke is a
last season's battle for top hon
junior, and this will be his third
ors. Last year the Bison were
year of fotball. He is 5 feet 10
pointed to as the team to beat
inches tall and just loves that good
in the conference, and therefore
old standby, Pepsi Cola.
were continually under a psyFourth on our list for this week
chlogical strain. This year they
is that rugged little guard from
are not expected to go too far
that rugged little town of Foxhome.
in the conference race, and so
>Ve are speaking of none other than
are set to gain everything and
lose nothing in the quest for the
conference championship.
Another point in favor of the Bi
son is the fact that their classes
started two weeks later than classes
here at MSTC, meaning that they
could have two practices daily with
out academic worries. In compari
son to this, the Dragon squad had
to fight to get in one good two hour
Job of holding down the left tackle
practice per day, and had the added
position on the Dragon eleven.
worries of studies. All of which
Second on our list of introductions
means that physically,' the Bison
is big Ed Hansmann. And when
should have a decided edge on the
Dragons.
we say big, we mean big. He towers
The ..Bison ..boast ..a ..strong
6 feet 2 inches into the air, and
backfield which may cause the
gives the scales a beating at around
Dragons no end of grief... Cecil
210 pounds. This is Ed's third year
Sturgeon, mammoth fullback,
of football, and he holds down the Dale Clausen, the biggest little man
who tips the scales at 235
other tackle spot. Ed is a Moorhead on the squad. He is only 5 feet
pounds this year, cannot pass
boy, and his father is proud of him, 8 inches tall, but he runs the weigh
recognition as a very potential
even if no one else is. Ed's dad had ing machines up to 180 pounds.
tlireat. He is augmented in the
a great baseball future planned for Dale is only a sophomore, but holds
backfield by Kimblin, a tripleEd, but fate just wouldn't make Ed a starting position on the Dragon
threat halfback, and Johnson,
left-handed. (Ask Iver about the eleven, and big things are expected
quarterback who has improved
of him in this year's campaign.
Cecil Sturgeon, triple threat full
details.)
very fast this season. The AC
back for the NDAC Bison, will with
out question be the "biggest" threat
of tonight's fracas. Why? For the
simple reason that "Sturge" weighs
in at 235 pounds. With ail this
weight it will probably take the
whole Dragon team plus the MS
Lj-le
Duke
Dale
Ed
Tony
A1
Nels
rooters to stop him when he comes
Fair
Pineur
Clausen
Hansmann
Pahula
Gronner
Jessen
thundering through the center of
67
75
72
64
the line.
(Capt.)
M
Sturgeon is a graduate of Moor
78
head high school, and played full
Johnny
back on the 1937 undefeated team
Hermes
of that school. In high school he
was also recognized as a triple
10
threat man, and was the greater
part of the Moorhead high defense.
Gene
Pete
Playing with the Bison now, he is
Young
Hotz
still noted for his ability as a run
ner, passer and punter. His out
55
56
standing abilities this year are his
running and tremendous punting.

Introducing Dragon
G r i d d e r sO f / 9 4 0

dragons' Probable Starting Lineup

Virgil
Robinson
77
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Berg's Barber Shop
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Berg's Beauty Shop
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Moorhead
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Moorhead

line wU probably be as strong
as the Dragon front wall, and
the Bison wiU have the added
advantage of ready reserves,
whUe the Dragon linemen wiU
nearly aU have to be ready to
play 60 minutes of ball.
Probable starting lineup for the
Dragons will find Tony Pahula and
Nels Jessen manning the end posts,
with Captain A1 Gronner and Ed
Hansmann at the tackles. The
guard situation will be a big head
ache to Coach Nemzek, with Dale
Clausen, rugged product from Foxhome taking over on of these po
sitions, and Dale Brooks or Lyle
Fair starting at the other one. Duke
Pineur will start at the center spot,
which he held down last season.
Plenty of backfield men are
avaUable, and this is about the
only bright spot on the Dragon
horizon... Johnny Hermes, allconference quarterback of last
year, will again do the signal
caUing. At fuUback we wiU find
Virgil Robinson of Staples, a big
hard-hitting lad who will see
his first conference action to
night. The halfback posts will
be held down by Pete Young,
150 pound triple-threater, and
Gene Hotz, stocky, hard hitting
boy who haUs from Wadena.
Injuries have kept Lyle Fair,
Fred Kellett, and Nels Jessen out
of most of this week's work. Fair
has a bad ankle, but it is thought
that he will start tonight. Jessen

bruised his ribs severely in scrim
mage last week, but it is thought
that he will also be available for
duty tonight. Kellett blistered his
leg while treating it under the heat
lamp, and it developed complica
tions which may keep him out of
the game. Outside of these three
men, the squad is in pretty fair
condition and raring to go. Coach
Nemzek added that the injuries this
year are far below the average of
former years, which is a lucky thing,
for the Dragons are woefully weak
in good reserve strength.
How strong the Dragons and
Bison are respectively will be
proven on the field tonight.
Win or lose, good luck to you,
Dragons.
Although nothing definite is
known on the subject, it is generally
believed that the National Guard
unit of Moorhead will not leave un
til the termination of the first
quarter of school. If this is true,
then the Dragons can finish thenfootball schedule. Should the Drag
ons get off to a good start in the
conference, this would be very ad
vantageous, for it would undoubted
ly mean the difference between a
championship and non-champion
ship team. When the guards go,
nearly all of the veteran footballers
will go also, and if this should be
the Dragons' year to hang up a
good record, then this is a lucky
break for them.
MSTC high school will meet
the Hawley gridders at Hawley
tonight in their initial game of
the season.

FOR A VISIT, A LUNCH, OR A MEAL
MEET AT

On October 1st We Will Celebrate
Our Third Birthday
We have greatly enjoyed our contacts with both
faculty and students of MSTC and hope we may
have the same pleasure during the coming year.

ALAMO CAFE
706 Center Avenue

THE BLUEBIRD COFFEE SHOP

E. M. PEDERSON
618 Center Avenue

::L. A. BENSON
Moorhead, Minnesota

AMERICAN STATE BANK

How To Say It In Writing

SERVICE — QUALITY PRODUCTS
Service Station Corner otli St. & 1st Ave. South

DRAGONS AND BISON HAVE INEXPERIENCED MEN
Dragons vs. Bison tonight should, by all indications, be a very
rugged test, with the team in the best condition coming through with
a win. From this viewpoint the Bison have the advantage, for they
have been able to get in more practice sessions than the Dragons, but
the Bison are depending a great deal on their sophomore crop of grid
ders to pull them through. The Dragons, too, have a great many in
experienced men, but the starting lineup should be able to stand up
under pressure. Tonight's game will show if this prediction is true.
WATCH THE BEMIDJI BEAVERS GO
Pre-season dope pointed to the Bemidji Beavers as the team to beat
in the conference this year. Now that Bemidji has played its first
game it seems that this was not a groundless prediction, for the Beavers
walloped Mayville Teachers 20-6. Taking into consideration the fact
mat it was the first game for the Beavers, the score is quite impressive.
Keep your eyes on them this year, for they're slated to really go places.
WANTED: ONE DANIEL BOONE
Miss Frick should advertise for a scout to explore the swimming
pool before breaking in with her class of fair mermaids. This week one
of the boys' swimming classes was advised that they did not have
to Gon swimming trunks if they didn't wish to do so, for there would
ue no interruptions. Innocently taking this advice, four of the boys
were enjoying a swim "in the raw," when in burst Miss Frick with one
of her swimming classes. The result: four very embarrassed young
lads.
VARIETY OF SPORTS REPRESENTED
Football season does not detract from the athletes of other sports
working out. Chuck Putney, basketball captain, and Curls Nelson, an
other basketballer of high caliber, can be seen working out dally on
the football field to keep in shape. Or should we say get in shape.
Neal Budrow, two-miler who cracked the conference two mile record in
the Dragon Relays last year, can also be seen working out. Track sea
son is still a long way off, but it looks as if Neal isn't letting that
record go to his head one bit.
OUT ON THE LIMB
Predictions on football games nearly always produce headaches—
and sometimes other aches too—but I haven't been razzed all week, and
its very discouraging. So here goes. The Dragons will score two
touchdowns via the air, either directly or indirectly, and one on the
ground. They will convert after two of these touchdowns. The Bison
will score one by air and one by the ground, and convert after one.
The final score: Dragons 20, Bison 13 (I hope!111).

Roster

Bemidji Gridders Are
Comference Team

No.
50
51
52
53
54
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
65
68
69
71
73
74
76

Player
Position
Butler, BiU
half To Keep An Eye On
Knie, Don
end, back
Whether he be pessimistic or op
Marquardt, Bud
half timistic, Coach H. J. (Jolly) ErickIngberg, Pete
half son of Bemidji Teachers college will
Johnson, Paul
end present a formidable array of footRothrock, Ralph
tackle oall talent on the field against the
Dragons October 18.
Olich, Harvey
fuUback
With a nucleus of six lettermen
Greenke, Evan
tackle and a fine group of untried stal
Tate, Kenny
half warts, Erickson has already develop
them into a winning aggregation.
Nelson, Lorny
end, back ed
Bemidji, on September 13, turned
Luther, Hank
fuUback back Mayville Teachers by the com
Garven, Floyd
guard fortable margin of 20 to 6.
Erickson, who has been noted for
Brooks, Dale
guard
Ryan, Dick
guard the fine, well-drilled units he has
turned out every year, will undoubt
Flood, Claire
center edly come through again this year.
Kellett, Fred
fuUback He has a big, last, hard-charging
Skinner, Pete
end line to open holes for an equally big
Fielder, Bob
end and fast backfield. The Beavers
Berg, Henry
tackle have a large group of boys, every
one of them well qualified. The
Champaign-Urbana, 111. (ACP)— tackles are strong, the quarter back
Summer students at the University position is well fortified, and the
of Illinois felt they were being "two- end post are amply taken care of.
timed" as these rival twin cities
On paper Bemidji has a good
waged their "battle of sixty min team. On the field, maybe a bet
utes."
ter one.
The trouble began when Cham
paign decided to go on daylight sav
A helicopter whose rotor or proing time. Urbana refused to fol pellor blade is driven by air is being
low suit.
developed at Georgia Schol of Tech
Hardest hit were U. of I. summer nology.
students living in Urbana. Al
The Term "Americanism" is said
though situated in that town, the to have been first used by John
university elected to go daylight Witherspoon, president of Prince
saving time with Champaign.
ton University, in 1781.
The shift made it necessary for
First school of engineering in the
those living off campus in Nrbana United States was Rensselaer Poly
to arise at 7, Urbana time, to make technic Institute, founded at Troy,
9 a. m. Champaign time classes. N. Y., by Stephen van Rensselaer
Students living on campus had lit in 1824.
The other mother and son gradu
tle difficulty, however, unless they
attended some affair in Urbana ated were Mrs. John K. Matheny
which started on that town's time. and John K. Matheny III.

ARE YOU READY?

The business world is calling for trained workers. It is asking
for young people who have had special training and can do firstclass office work.
Are you ready for a position of this kind? If not, take a
course In business training and in a few months you will be holding
a position that will pay a worth-while salary twelve months out of
the year.
Many students are now planning to enroll for a course in train
ing.

INTERSTATE BUSINESS COLLEGE
Fargo, North Dakota

A Friendly Home-Owned Institution

Moorhead, Minnesota

BERGLAND OIL COMPANY

By Roy Heinecke

Moorhead, Minnesota

Member of Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.

WELCOME TO MOORHEAD
and Your School Year
At MSTC

Training *
Table
Talk
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Whether it be a business letter, social letter, note of condolence,
or love letter, the correct form can be found in the HANDY LETTER
WRITER, a 48-page publication offered by our Washington Infor
mation Bureau. The accepted standards for letter writing are given
in this valuable little publication. It offers more than 80 sample letter
forms. It also incudes the correct form for addressing important
personages.
USE THIS COUPON
The Fargo Forum Information Bureau
Frederic J. Haskin, Director
Washington, D. C.
In enclose herewith TEN CENTS in coin (carefully wrapped in
paper) for a copy of the HANDY LETTER WRITER.
Name
Street or Rural Route
City ...,
State
(Mail To Washington, D. C.)

FAIRMONT'S BETTER FOOD PRODUCTS
Assures You of FINE QUALITY—
They are used in your dining room and are for sale
by all the leading dealers.
Ask for the FAIRMONT brand when buying milk,
cream, butter, cheese, eggs, ice cream.

THE FAIRMONT CREAMERY COMPANY
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"Mac" Influenced
By Patriotism While
Designing Uniforms

Calendar of Events
Friday, September 20
8:00 MSTC-AC football
game there.
Tuesday, September 24
1:30-4:00 Learn to Play Day.
7:30 Kappa Delta Pi.
Wednesday, September 26
10:00 Marionette Show,
Chapel.
4:00 Sigma Tau Delta,
Ingleside.
7:00 Psi Delta Kappa.
Beta Chi.
Gamma Nu.
Pi Mu Phi.
7:15 Owls.
7:45 Alpha Epsilon.
Thursday, September 27
8:00-10:00 Faculty Reception,
Big Gym and Ingleside.
Saturday, September 28
Mankato game there.

Did you know that Mr. McGarrity was a clothing designer as well
as a band director? It's true. He
and H. A. Hallerud collaborated on
the design and just wait till you
hear what came of it!
In accordance with present trends,
it is a semi-military outfit of
French blue with vertical royal
blue stripes on the pants and
skirts. Trimming is in silver with
a loop of silver braid on the left
shoulder and white epaulets. Also
on the left shoulder is the red
Dragon, complete with tongue, on a
silver background. The caps are
of French blue with a royal blue
band and a large silver eagle in
the front. A wide white belt com
pletes the outfit. Pretty classy, eh
what? And you should see Harriet Art Club Opens Year
Pederson's drum majorette outfit.
With Pot Luck Supper
You'll have to wait until the
A full evening in more ways than
homecoming game, however, to
one, the Art Club's first meeting
see the band in "all their glory."
P. S. Thanks to the Fargo Tog was a pot luck supper on Monday,
gery for making the measurements September 16.
Dorothy Teigen, Louisburg; Elda
of the 60 uniforms free of charge.
Brunzell, Fargo, and Norma Skauge,
Moorhead were in charge of re
Horien Chosen President
freshments which assisted in mak
At a short meeting Monday after ing the meeting successful.
New members will be initiated on
noon the Dragon Masquers, college
dramatic society, elected Ruth Monday, October 7. Committees
. • Horien, Holt, president. Plans for which will assist with the meeting
the year were dsicussed briefly. The are: Norma Skauge and Dorothy
group expects to assist in the pro Robinson, Moorhead, in charge of
duction of the senior play, and arrangements; refreshments, Lois
later in the year will sponsor a one Christianson, Moorhead, Gunilda
Reese, Mcintosh, Geraldine Benson,
act play program.
Hannaford, N. D., and Elsie Ander
son, Moorhead.
Kappa Pi's Meet
Urban Anderson of Deer Creek
is in charge of invitations to the
Margaret Watson, Fargo, was
elected president of the Kappa Pi new members.
organization. It is the object of
the fraternity to contribute some Puppets To Entertain
thing constructive to aid in the in Chapel Goers Wednesday
struction of the children of kinder
garten and primary age.
With her troupe of Gaye Marion
ettes, Blanche Harding will fur
nish entertainment for chapel Sep
tember 25. With experience in rec
reational work, Mrs. Harding has
midwest. Featured is stage equip
On Thursday afternoon the fac ped with the latest developments in
ulty entertained all new students
at a combination tea and tour of ped wit hthe latest developments in
the campus. Tea was served in puppetry. the lessons to be learn
Ingleside from four to five with edStressing
from nature, and the necessity of
Mrs. Lillywhite. Mrs. Spencer, Mrs. direction
in life, Rev. Roy Harrisville
Esterquest, and Mrs. McGarrity of Trinity Lutheran church spoke
presiding. After refreshments the
freshmen were taken on a tour of at convocation Wednesday.
the campus with a group of upperclassmen acting as hosts and host Sigma Tau Delta Plans
esses. Places visited were the
president's office, faculty women's Year of Active Work
room, MiSTiC and Dragon offices,
Under the direction of _Hazel
Weld Hall and print shops, campus
school, Comstock's Parlor, the in BrightrAitkinT^reildent, Sigma Tau
firmary, Wheeler Hall, laundry, Delta, national English fraternity
boiler room and tunnel. The tour held its first meeting Tuesday eve
was completed with the visiting of ning in Ingleside. The discussion
the swimming pool.
of the year's program included the
arrangements for a homecoming
get together and the plans for the
Don't you think that Mom 'n
Literary Designs, the fraternity pub
Dad ought to know more about
lication. Neoma Nelson, Moorhead,
the things you're doing in
school? Don't you think they'd
and Lauretta Allen, Walcott, N. D.,
enjoy the hometown paper
were in charge of the lunch. The
much more if your name was
next meeting will be held on Mon
printed in it? Of course they
day, Sept. 23, at 4:00 in Ingleside.
would and it's possible too!
Just call at the MiSTiC office
to fill" out an information
Dr. G. L. Gosslee
blank. The publicity will help j
Surgeon
your school, your hometown,
Dr. V. E. Freeman
and you too. Do this at once
'n give the publicity commis
10 Sixth Street North
sioner a break!
Moorhead, Minn.

Guests of Tour
Tea See Campus

Homecoming Plans Formed
As October 12 Approaches
Advisor Presented Gift
At a picnic held in the Moorhead
City Park on Wednesday, Mrs. Ed
win Hammer, new advisor of the
Gamma Nu sorority, was presented
with a gift. She succeeds Mrs. Jo
seph Kise as directress.
A report was made on the kitchen
shower which has been held and
plans were discussed for the com
pletion of kitchen furnishings.
Ruth Campion, Moorhead, was ap
pointed to head the committee
which has the responsibility of
cleaning the new sorority room.
Arrangements were begun for
the informal rushing tea which will
be held on October 28. Mina Peo
ples, Detroit Lakes; Doris Stenhjem and Marie Arneson, Fargo
are in charge of tentative plans.
It was decided that the home
coming breakfast will be held in
the Graver Hotel, October 12, at 9
a. m. Beth Cochran, Moorhead, is
chairman of the committee.
Housewarming Is Held
At their informal house warming
in their sorority room Wednesday
night, Beta Chi sorority elected
Dorothy Kruger, Fergus Falls, pres
ident to replace Doris Hewitt, Minto, N. D. Lorraine Stiegen, Fargo,
was chosen vice president. Plans
were completed for the furnish
ing of the sorority room, and the
homecoming
breakfast,
formal
house warming, and money raising
projects were discussed. Lunch
was served by Dorothy Marks and
Ann Beckman, Moorhead.
Pi Officers Initiated
New oficers of Pi Mu Phi were in
ducted at their formal meeting on
Wednesday night. Lauretta Allen,
Walcott, N. D„ is president; Connie
Clark, Northfield, vice president;
and Neoma Nelson, Moorhead,
scribe. Catherine Rue, Lakefield,
and Shirley Peterson, Ada, were
appointed the committee to plan
the homecoming breakfast. The
date for the informal rushing tea
was set for Thursday, October 24.
Jean Kron, Williston, N. D.; Ruth
Powell, Fargo; and Pat Corcoran,
Colfax, N. D. were appointed to

Meet Your Friends
At Our Fountain

WOLD DRUG
Moorhead

Minnesota

LINCOLN GROCERY
Everything in Groceries, School
Supplies, Candies & Ice Cream

Open Evenings & Sun.
Dial 3-0806

432 10th St. S.

How About It?

Dr. F. A.

THYSELL

-

Dial 3-0913

Dr. J. W.

DUNCAN
Dial 3-0311

Physicians & Surgeons
624 Center Ave.

Wheeler Blk.

ZERVAS MARKET
Quality Meats
Fancy Cheese & Sausages
612 Center Avenue

Moorhead

ISIS THEATRE
Fri. - Sat.
"The Earl Of Puddlestone"
The Higgins Family
Sun. - Mon.
"Jessie James"
Tyrone Power
Tues. - Thurs.
"On Borrowed Time"
Lionel Barrymore

ROXY THEATRE
Fri. - Sat.
"Street Scenes"
with
Sylvia Sydney
Sun. -Thur.
To Many Husbands
with

make the arrangements for the
tea. Plans were made for paying
for the room. Connie Clark, Northfield, Ruth Powell, Fargo, and Ruth
Carlson, Felton, were selected as
room caretakers for next week.
Psi Delts Entertain
The Psi Delta Kappa sorority en
tertained patronesses in Ingleside
Wednesday night. The following
committees were appointed: Par
ent's Day Luncheon, Leona and
Luella Lewis, Hawley; informal
rushing committees, general ar
rangements, Luella Lewis, Hawley;
invitations, Betty Clinton, St. Vin
cent; Norma Skauge, Moorhead,
Viola Lewis, Clinton, and Joanne
Hart, Mahnomen; refreshments,
Ruth Gilbertson, Roseau, Elaine
Swanson, Moorhead, and Leona
Lewis, Hawley; entertainment, Corinne Johnson, Fergus Falls, Maybelle Mortenson, Moorhead, and
Helen Handy, Washburn, N. D.
Marjorie Hallberg, Spooner was
selected Psi Delt representative for
the inter-sorority dance. Arrange
ments for a homecoming and Foun
ders' Day breakfast are to be made
by Margaret Bill, Hallock, and
Marjorie Hallberg, Spooner. Ruth
Gilbertson, Roseau, was appointed
custodian of the sorority room.
Owls To Hold Dance
The fall smoker of the Owl frat
ernity will be held October 2. All
prospective candidates will parti
cipate in this event. Wilbert John
son, Aitkin, who is chairman of the
fall dance, announces that Kenny
Sutton's band will play for the
dance which will be in the big
gym on October 5.
A. E.'s To Pledge Ten
The pledging of new members to
the Alpha Epsilon fraternity will
take place Wednesday, September
25. Those who have accepted in
vitations to membership and wUl
pledge are John Gwyther, Fargo;
Noel Pineur, Robbinsdale; Warren
Nelson, Fergus Falls; Gerald Kelley, International Falls; Marlowe
Wegner, Perley; Milton Grein, Ulen;
Roy Heinecke, Alexandria; and
Alph Westley, Howard and Harold
Erickson, Moorhead.
The revamping of pledge rules
formed the largest part of the busi
ness meeting held last Wednesday.
Ben Layton, Dilworth, was ap
pointed as temporary recording sec
retary in the absence of Florian
Karles, Big Stone City, S. D. who
will relinquish his duties for the
next few weeks.
A committee was appointed to
complete the project of making a
new shield for the dungeon.
After the meeting a lunch was
served by Urban Anderson, Deer
Creek, Norbert Arnold, Staples, and
Fritz Balkenol, Wadena.

YW Group Plans Formal
Initiation September 30
At the cabinet meeting of YWCA
September 11, plans were made for
the formal initiation of new mem
bers to be held September 30th at
7:00 p. m. Ruth Gilbertson, Ro
seau, and Helen Handy, Washburn,
N. D„ were in charge of general
arrangements. Marjorie Anderson,
Warren, and Margaret Bill, Hallock, are compiling a letter to the
entering women students.
Douglas Hyde, first president of
Eire (Ireland), was once interim
professor of modern languages at
Rutgers University in New Jersey.
Headquarters of the International
Labor office have been temporarily
transferred from Geneva, Switzer
land, to McGill University, Montreal.
Cameron Bradley of Southboro,
Mass., a recent Harvard graduate
and vice president of the Veteran
Motor Car Club of America, spends
his spare time collecting old auto
mobiles. He has 16 pre-1910 models.
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Strike Up The Band
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Ray Miland
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TWIN CITY MARKET
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Dragon Breakfast
Begins Activities
New Dragon staff members will
get their first taste of yearbook work
after the Dragon breakfast in In
gleside kitchen on Saturday at 9
a. m. Added to the staff that
worked last year are Betty Norby,
Detroit Lakes, Norma Werner, Buf
falo Lake; Max Powers, Lake City;
Carl Erlandson, Fertile; Adeline
Melby, Rustad; Thomas Towey,
Moorhead, Joyce Swedlund, Moor
head; Dorothy Hanson, Trail; Mar
garet Stevens, Crookston; Stanley
Campbell, Glyndon; David Goss
lee, Moorhead; Enid Olson, Moor
head; Stirling Hubbard, Moorhead;
Orville Austin, Moorhead; Astrid
Rosier, Fertile; and Lauretta Al
len, Walcott, N. D.
People who have been
scheduled to have their pic
tures taken please try to
have it done at their allot
ted time. You are costing
the Dragon both valuable
time and money by not
showing up. After all, we
are going to a lot of trouble
to save you the bother of
going way down town to
have your picture taken.

Catholic Students
Reorganize Society
At a tea in Ingleside Monday
afternoon the Catholic students
gathered to reorganize the Newman
club. Presiding hostesses were Mrs.
Schwendeman and Miss Fitzmaurice. After being introduced by
Miss Frick, Father Marion and
Father Rupert addressed the group.
Father Marion discussed the need
of firm organization and the for
mation of study clubs. After im
promptu speeches by the president,
Katherine Zarling, and by mem
bers Ruth Foreman, Miss Fitzmaurice, and Mr. Schwendeman,
the meeting adjourned with the
announcement that the date for
the next meeting will be posted.
Members, both old and new are en
couraged to be there.

Annual Men's Dinner
Sponsored By YMCA
Last evening the YMCA sponsor
ed the annual men's dinner in
Comstock Hall. Mr. Vernon Wedul,
Thief River Falls, was master of
ceremonies. Included on the pro
gram were Monroe Balkenol, piano
selections, welcome by Arnold Erick
son, a quartet composed of Vernon
Wedul, Douglas Murray, Alph Westley, and Conn Bjerke; also an in
strumental quartet with Gerald Kel
ly, Douglas Sheppard, trumpets,
Douglas Murray, trombonist, and
Herbert Duncan, baritone.
Monroe Balkenol accompanied the
group singing led by Daniel Pres
ton.

Classes Choose Advisors
Classes chose faculty advisors
this week to work with officers in
directing activities for the year.
Seniors elected Miss Delsie Holmquist of the English department.
At a meeting of the junior class
Mr. Nels Johnson was chosen.
Mr. Herold Lillywhite, speech de
partment head, is the new degree
sophomore advisor, while two year
sophomores named Miss Alice Corneilussen, rural supervisor.
Miss Flora Frick of the physical
education department is the fresh
men's choice.

Tax Included

Supt. James Dahl of Glyndon, an
MSTC graduate, is the newly elect
ed president of the Schoolmaster's
Club. The election took place at
their monthly meeting which was
held last Wednesday at the Edgewater Beach Hotel in Detroit Lakes.
Dean C. P. Lura was re-elected sec
retary of the organization. Vice
president is Stanley Kuffei of Dil
worth.
Supt. Carl Narveson, Lake Park,
spoke on the problem of caring for
non-resident high school students.
S. G. Rheinertson, Moorhead, dis
cussed tentative plans for a pro
gram of vocational education of a
nature which will fit into the de
fense program.
120 members were present. The
next meeting will be held the third
week in October at Frazee with
Supt. Wylie acting as host.

WAA Sports Program
Met With Enthusiasm
The 150 enthusiastic MS coeds
who have reported for the various
sports on the WAA program are
looking forward to a season of live
ly competition. During the fall term
the sports have been arranged as
follows; speedball, Monday, 4 p. m.;
tennis and archery, Wednesday, 4
p. m.; swimming, Thursday, 4 p. m.
Announcements for hikes are post
ed on the bulletin board.
For WAA membership 100 points
are required. These points may be
earned by a girl's placing on a first
team or on two second teams. Ad
ditional points are given for at
tendance. Several girls have earn
ed their letters, and one has merit
ed her sweater, which will be pre
sented to them soon. Officers for
the year and captains for the fall
term have been elected. Margaret
Wilcox, Buffalo, N. D., is president;
Ruth Downey, Norcross, vice presi
dent; Adelaide Holter, Buffalo, N.
D., secretary; Dorothy Jones, Moor
head, treasurer; Ruth Foreman,
Moorhead, freshman relations; Edith
Jean Lawrence, Eldred, speedball
captain; Florence Peterson, Moor
head, archery captain; Ruth Gil
bertson, Roseau, tennis captain.
Rosalind Sederberg, Lengby, swim
ming captain; and Virginia Lee,
Alberta, hiking captain. Miss Flora
Frick is advisor of the group.
A marshmallow roast for all col
lege girls is being planned. Further
details will be announced later.
Watch the bulletin board.

Excuse It, Please
Our proof-readers took a nap
last week when they shouldn't have.
Perhaps senior class plays have
a jinx on typographical errors. On
page four of the last issue of the
MiSTiC the title of the senior play
is "The Hell Between," but on page
one it appears as "The Hill Be
tween." Students with a yen for
research have reported that the
latter title is really the correct one.
But in one of last spring's editions,
seniors, in the throes of last min
ute practices, were reported to have
"Kind Lady" 'whipped into shape.'
A new sorority grew up on the
campus when notices of "Bea Chi"
activities were printed last week.
Then we have a tray "drooping to
the floor" In a clever article from
the Associated Collegiate Press. Mr.
J. P. Schroeder, by the way, is the
new Owl advisor, not Mrs. Schroeder as the MiSTiC pointed out.
We're sorry.

A special meeting of the Rho
Lambda Chi was called by the pres
ident, Helen Holmquist, Hallock,
for the main purpose of organizing
Above Waterman's
| an outline of the program for the
602 Center Ave.
Moorhead year, and also for getting a com
mittee for the homecoming supper.
During the business meeting
I Justine Groth, Ortonville, was
J elected new vice president and Don
HEADQUARTERS
na Johnson, Detroit Lakes, was
elected as temporary secretary. The
following committees were chosen
For the Famous
i for the homecoming supper: pro
gram, Bernice Swanson, Fargo;
i Agnes Hagen, Mcintosh; Sylvia
Ronnie, Cyrus; food, Loretta Aos,
Gully; Gladys Huselid, Clinton; Flor
ence Chisholm, Gary; Regina Mandelke, Fergus Falls. It was also
MOORHEAD DRUG CO.
decided that the group have a pic
A. S. Sigurdson, Owner
nic on Monday evening, September
516 Center Ave.
23, at Fargo tourist park. The of
ficers were appointed to make the
arrangements.

DR. HARVEY M. MONSON
—Dentist—
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